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Going beyond making obvious statements..

Systems Biology can actually be useful tool

Really?



Part I: getting comfortable 
“jumping” between the datasets
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What’s next?

So, you’ve got your RNA-seq….



Single gene follow-up: GEO profiles tool

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geoprofiles/
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Premise is that if the same gene is
changing in two different datasets

then there might be 
some common biology



This is not good enough

• Single genes can have weird behavior with outliers
• Single genes do not necessarily define the phenotype

Working with gene sets is much more reliable!!



Bambouskova et al, Nature, 2018
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You know what to do!

Counts are 
available in folder

Log2->
qnorm->

Filter top 10k->
DE of 0h vs 6h LPS



The two datasets are connected!



The two datasets are connected!



But you kind of knew the answer!!!



Do people do it in real science? – YES!!



What if we make database?

Try to do diff expression between 
all conditions in all published datasets…



MsigDB c7



MSigDB.C7 – attempt to make such database



Macrophage activation is found!



You know what to do!



cited 860 times





Differentially expressed genes behave very similar
between two datasets!
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MSigDB.C7 – attempt to make such database

4872 gene sets from only ~100 datasets!!



GEO contains A LOT of datasets
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However, they are poorly annotated
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However, they are poorly annotated

It is virtually impossible
to parse such entry 

without manual curation



Part II: how to get somewhere 
you haven’t been before



Genes upregulated by LPS in 
clustered heatmap

GSE53986
microarray data

How it looks like in full dataset…



Genes upregulated by LPS in your
clustered heatmap
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Genes upregulated by LPS in
clustered heatmap

Ifng responsive inflammatory genes

Ifng non-responsive 
inflammatory genes



These two transcriptional modules are due to two 
regulatory modes downstream TLR4



Observation: 
biologically meaningful gene sets

are typically co-expressed in relevant datasets!!
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Predeus et al, submitted 2017



Why is it important:
Co-expression clustering does NOT require

knowledge of conditions
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You can cluster whole GEO!!

Predeus et al, submitted 2017
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Get the idea for your next experiment!
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Get the idea for your next experiment!

Eigengene is averaged 
representation of the 

cluster behavior
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Let’s practice with our inflammatory macrophage 
datasets!

Explore gmt



Let’s practice with some hallmark signatures!




